Kahr Firearms Group is Proud to Sponsor the 2020 Tactical Games!
Press Release: 6 August 2020
Kahr Backed Tactical Skills
Greeley, PA: Kahr Firearms Group believes strongly in shooters practicing tactical skills, and
demonstrates that by its continued support for the Tactical Games in 2020. The Tactical Games
were created to provide a venue to test the skills and readiness of tactical athletes from all
backgrounds. Whether you are military, LEO, or a civilian gun enthusiast, you can compete in
The Tactical Games. This year Kahr will contribute a variety of firearms for event prizes,
including the custom Tig Edition ST9 pistol with Kryptek and Cerakote finish, and engraved
Beyond the Battlefield logo. From the Auto-Ordnance brand were provided American made
Auto-Ordnance model 1911 pistols, a faithful reproduction of the original GI handguns. Also
donated were Magnum Research's iconic Desert Eagle handguns. Kahr Firearms Group
sponsors a number of Tactical Games competitors, including company employees and
members of the Kahr Pro Staff. Jodi DePorter, Director of Marketing for Kahr Firearms Group,
recently spoke about Kahr’s ongoing support for the Tactical Games saying, “Kahr believes
strongly in shooters developing skills at tactical and self-defense shooting. We are also
expanding our presence in the world of competitive shooting! If you are interested in being a
Kahr sponsored competitor, please contact us at marketing@kahr.com.”
The Tactical Games are for Everyone
The Tactical Games have brackets for shooters of any skill level and athletic ability. The events
also represent a great opportunity to connect with likeminded gun owners. Anyone interested in
a physically and tactically challenging competition should look for a match in their area. Below is
the upcoming Tactical Games calendar:
8/8 -9 Shooter's Gauntlet, PA
8/29-30 North Springs Shooting Range, UT
9/12-13 The Range Complex, NC
11/13-15 National Championship at JTAC Ranch, FL
For more information on the Tactical Games, visit their website: www.thetacticalgames.com.
For more information on the Kahr Tig Edition ST9 pistol, Auto-Ordnance 1911, or the Magnum
Research Desert Eagle, contact marketing@kahr.com.

The Kahr Family
Kahr Firearms revolutionized the handgun market in 1995 with the introduction of the K9, the
first mass production subcompact 9mm pistol. Kahr went on to develop a diverse family of
compact pistols in 9mm, 45ACP, 40S&W, and .380 calibers. Since that time the brand has
broadened the Kahr Firearms Group family to include Magnum Research, legendary maker of
the Desert Eagle, BFR, MR1911, and SwitchBolt rifle; and Auto-Ordnance, maker of the
all-American Tommy Gun, M1 Carbine, and 1911. The Kahr Firearms Group family brings the
American shooter exceptional quality across a diverse range of products. Kahr Firearms Group
has a dedicated team of professionals making the best firearms available to the American
Shooter!
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Left: The “Tig Edition” ST9; Right: Auto-Ordnance 1911 with Case Hardened Finish

